Terms of use

This section of the website covers measures taken in response to the coronavirus outbreak, and is for reference only. We are not able to provide any guarantees or to accept liability for the accuracy and completeness of the information on this website.

Please note that the Foundation is not a medical organization. As a matter of course, any analytical materials published on the site should not be taken as scientific literature on medical matters, nor as a guide to self-medication. These materials are of a general nature only, and contain data that may have been compiled by people who do not possess medical qualifications.

If you have any symptoms of a viral respiratory illness, including a high temperature, coughing, and difficulty breathing, immediately seek medical attention.

In accordance with current legislation, the Foundation does not provide any assurances or guarantees which could otherwise be misinterpreted. It also does not accept any liability for the information published on its website, nor the content of said information or its use.

Unless otherwise stipulated in law, the Foundation does not accept liability under any circumstances for injury to a person’s life or health, consequential loss, loss of income, loss of opportunity, loss of savings, or reputational damage sustained as a result of using the Foundation’s website (including external links to documents).

If you upload content to the website, you grant the Foundation a non-exclusive right (a regular non-exclusive licence) to use the content and any intellectual property contained within. This licence is permanent, remuneration-free, and does not require additional permission from you to use the content. The licence is valid in all countries, and allows the content to be used in any way, and in any form of media, either with, or without acknowledgement. These rights may be transferred to third parties. The licence enables the Foundation to use the content to uphold its legal rights and interests, as well as for marketing purposes. The licence enables the Foundation to use the content in its own materials, and also for its commercial projects and services. This includes publishing the content on other online resources, while retaining the right to transfer content usage rights to third parties. The Foundation retains the right to save archive copies of the content and not to withdraw any marketing materials containing it.

When uploading content to the website, you also grant third parties usage rights to the content and any intellectual property contained within. This is in the form of a limited licence, for the purposes of viewing the content for information purposes.
Unless express permission is provided by the Foundation, it is forbidden to use (including extracting data from a database, recording, systematizing, transferring, copying, or reproducing) any content (including images, photographs, videos, user contact info, and other content) or items covered by the exclusive rights of the Foundation in any way and for any purposes not provided for in these conditions. It is forbidden, for example, to use content to create a database or supplement an existing database, to add the content to IT systems belonging to third parties, or to make unsolicited phone calls to users. These conditions apply regardless of the extent to which the content may be used, and regardless of whether permission has been given by specific users. Unless otherwise specified in these conditions, no items covered by the exclusive rights of the Foundation, elements of content, or information about website users uploaded by the users themselves may be used in any way without the express permission of the Foundation.

It is forbidden to publish, send, or use in any way the following: foul language; erotic, vulgar, or offensive images, videos, or text; information and statements containing threats or which incite acts of cruelty, hatred, or disrespect, or which may lead to the committing of illegal acts; and any other information and data which contravenes ethical standards, business practices, and the current legislation of the Russian Federation.

The Foundation reserves the right to impose restrictions on the ability of users to publish information (including images, photographs, videos, user contact information and other elements) at its discretion, and without providing a reason.